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BULLETIN No. 3
11-27-11

- Our Web Page: “NEW American Steamers” at www.steamcar.net

This web Page on the SCCGB site is OUR page (it is not “my” page).
Good ideas and pictures are needed to create a site within a site to show
our activities. Remember Stanleys were built in the US by the Stanley
Twins; also Whites and Dobles. We have the tradition and the history.
It would be great to somehow display our contributions for the world to
see.
FORMAL REQUEST: Send your ideas, information and pictures or
displays to me for inclusion on our American page or pages! We need to
emphasize such things as the Newton, MA factory, the Kingfield. ME
Stanley Museum, and other American steam car developments (ei,
Dobles & Whites). Important clubs and websites also need to be
included.

The Finest Steam Car Club in the World
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- Club Business Cards; The Committee Chairman, Basil Craske,
has sent me several hundred generic business cards that can be written
on and used by our American Members at their discretion.
CONTACT ME to receive your cards. Write, call, or email. I will put
your request into an envelope and forward them to you FREE of
Charge!
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- Articles, Pictures, and Letters to the editor are encouraged for The
Steam Car magazine. As the Editor put it in the recent issue in his
editorial:
“If you want the magazine to be interesting then please help me. Write up a history
of your car, add 2 or 3 high quality photos and you have produced an excellent
article for the magazine. Have you been on a tour or made a visit to somewhere
interesting in your steam car, or visited a museum with steam cars on show? Are
you building a steam car? An article on this and the problems you are encountered
would be well received.” Se,thee Barry Hebert, Editor barry@steamcar.net
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